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トップサイド電離圏高密度領域で観測される電子密度・温度の正相関
Positive correlation between electron density and temperature in high density region of
the topside ionosphere
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Electron temperature (Te) in the ionosphere is determined by the heat balance between the heating by photoelectrons, cooling
through Coulomb collisions with ions and heat conduction along the magnetic field lines. Many studies have shown a negative
correlation between the electron density (Ne) and Te during daytime because cooking through Coulomb collision increases with
increase of Ne. In this study, the correlation between Te and Ne observed by the Hinotori satellite and other satellites. Although
the results show the well-known negative correlation between daytime Ne and Te when Ne is low, when the daytime Ne is
significantly high (>106 cm−3), the correlation turns positive irrespective of latitude, longitude, season, solar flux levels and
magnetic activity levels. The results suggest that an additional heat source(s) is involved for the positive correlation between Ne
and Te. Since Te also increases with increasing magnetic dip latitude in the same Ne range, Te does not correlate with in-situ
Ne, which suggests the integrated Ne along the magnetic field lines from the ground to 600 km altitude in one hemisphere are
important for Te in the topside ionosphere. Therefore, the additional heat source seems to be related the integrated Ne. Although
the mechanism for the positive correlation is not well understood, the results imply that the Te in the topside ionosphere is
controlled more by the integrated Ne than by in-situ Ne or F2-peak Ne.
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